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MARK 
✓ OR ✗

Q. 71–75

analogies

Underline one word to complete these analogies. 

Example Arrive is to depart as come is to (run hurry go hide).

71 Fruit is to kiwi as vegetable is to (green lemon mangetout 
meal healthy).

72 Pedestrian is to walk as motorist is to (wheel pavement road 
drive car).

73 Television is to sight as radio is to (digital hearing listen aerial music).

74 Solicitor is to law as teacher is to (classroom pupils school 
work education).

75 Leopard is to wild as poodle is to (biscuit bark park walk tame).

71 ■

72 ■
73 ■

74 ■
75 ■

Q. 66–70

time  
problems

Here is part of a train timetable showing arrivals at certain stations. The 
journey times between stations are the same for each train.

Some arrival times are missing. Fill in the missing times. Use the 24-hour clock.

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

Train A Train B Train C Train D
Amberley 12:30 13:10

Baddesley 10:20 12:50

Caverley 10:45 12:05

Dibbsley 13:30 14:10

Eggsley 11:37 14:47

66

67

68

69

70

Q. 76–80

mixed-up 
groups

Two groups of three words have been mixed up in each question. Work out 
which would be the middle word in each group if they were in the correct 
order. Underline these two words.

Example city adolescent village town infant adult

76 paragraph yell speak word sentence whisper

77 year street path week month motorway

78 magazine ostrich book sparrow pigeon pamphlet

79 ditch gorge cannon pistol crack rifle

80 mansion angry irritated skyscraper bungalow furious

76 ■
77 ■
78 ■
79 ■
80 ■
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